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We investigate theoretically and numerically one-dimensional three-periodic photonic crystals of the structure
[(SiO2/TiO2)N(Al2O3/ZrO2)M]K, formed by dielectric oxides SiO2, TiO2, Al2O3, and ZrO2 (N and M are the number of
subperiods, and K is the number of superperiods). We study the transmission spectra, energy and power fluxes of TE-
and TM-polarised electromagnetic waves for a photonic crystal, characterized by the sharp photonic bandgap edges,
narrow and pronounced peaks of defect modes. The angular distance (difference in the incidence angles) between the
transmission peaks of different polarizations is shown to be about 1.5 degrees that is five times more than in the ternary
photonic crystals. The results can be useful for designing highly efficient optical devices operating in the infrared regime
on the side-surface of the photonic crystal, such as polarization-sensitive couplers and angle sensors for the optical fiber
systems, etc.

1. INTRODUCTIONDuring two last decades, one-dimensional (1D) photoniccrystals (PC) have been successfully implemented in variousphotonic and optoelectronic devices: solar cells, sensors, 3Dmatrices, fluorescent amplifying devices, color displays, sensors,etc. [1–3]. The possibility of the distributed-feedback laserstructures fabrication using a 1D PC is currently discussed [4].The presence of defect modes within the photonic band gap(PBG) of such structures allows them to be used, for instance, invarious fields of medicine. Methods for detecting a cancer cell andbrain lesions by recording the shift of the transmission peaks in a1D photonic structures were proposed [5,6]. To detect thehemoglobin level, 1D binary PCs containing a defect layer are useddue to strong dependence of the resonant peaks in the PBG on theconcentration and the consequent refractive index [7]. 1D PC canalso be used in stealth technologies [8].It has been shown that 1D PCs can be used forthermophotovoltaic applications [9]. Being conjugated with aliquid-crystal anisotropic defect layer and covered by a metal film,

1D PC can support localized solutions that correspond to isolateddiscrete eigenvalues, which can be used in novel tunable high-quality devices both in spintronics and photonics [10]. Typically, inPC design the PBG with well-defined center and edge frequenciesis desirable. To expand the PBG, a technique based on mixing thePCs with different lattice constants or filling factors is proposed[11]. Special attention should be paid to the so-called pseudo-periodic, disordered and deterministic aperiodic 1D PCs. Theywere proposed to be used, for example, to expand the high-reflection range in the visible and near-IR spectral regimes whilemaintaining an ultra-narrow bandpass [12], or to createpolarization-sensitive dichroic filters [13].In series of publications, multiperiodic functional materialsbased 1D PCs are proposed as a basis for modern integratedphotonics: complex devices based on magneto-optic waveguidesand a PC [14]. It is also shown that these structures can find theirapplications in the photonic devices controlled by the externalfields [15], in designing the asymmetric and bidirectionalnanophotonic devices which are used for the signalmodulation/switching [16] and for the fabrication of highly



efficient optical devices (optical switchers, filters, splitters, etc.) ofthe IR range [17].Photonic structure with two periods where the internal finite-size block (ab)N is inside the unit cell [(ab)Nc] repeated M timeswere considered as photonic–magnonic crystals [18–22] and werestudied as photonic hypercrystals [23–26]. In Ref. [27], theintraband (defect) modes in the transmission spectra in the near-IR range are studied, as well as their number and resonancefrequencies, which can be adjusted by changing the parameters ofthe structure and incidence angle of the electromagnetic radiation.It was proposed to use these structures in the design of efficientoptical filters and highly sensitive angular sensors (optical filterswith high selectivity, coatings, ultra-sensitive angular sensors, etc.)operating in the optical and infrared regimes. In paper [28], aternary (Si/polymer/SiO2) PC was proposed as a temperaturesensor. The operation principle of the proposed device is based onthe red shift of the transmission peak with an increase of thetemperature due to the influence of thermooptical and thermalexpansion coefficients of the polymer. Similarly, 1D phoxoniccrystal chemical sensors have been discussed in [29]. A ternary PCcontaining a superconductor has a similar operating principle [30].When considering biosensors based on 1D PC, more than a two-fold improvement in volumetric and surface sensitivity is achievedin comparison with conventional micromirror sensors [31]. 1Dternary PCs can serve as highly sensitive defect moderefractometric sensors [32]. Ternary structures based on bi-periodic magneto-optic planar PCs can also be implemented in thelower frequency region [33].In this paper, we theoretically investigate three-periodic 1D PCs,consisting of four dielectric oxides with different refractive indices.We continue our study started in Ref. [34], where 1D three-periodic PCs with different order of layers are classified accordingto the magnitude and sign of optical contrast. The novelty of thispaper consists in calculations of energy fluxes through thestructure and analysis of the energy distribution of a light wavewithin the PC composed of a specific arrangement of alternatinghigh- and low-optical-contrast subcells. We also discuss theprospects of using this type of PC structures for fabrication ofprecision polarization-sensitive sensors, input-output devices forelectromagnetic radiation into an optical fiber through the sidesurface of the PC, and other applications in nanophotonics andoptoelectronics.
2. GEOMETRY OF THE SYSTEMLet us consider a four-component three-periodic PC of thestructure [(ST)N(AZ)M]K, where S, T, A and Z denote the siliconoxide (SiO2), titanium oxide (TiO2), aluminum (Al2O3), andzirconium oxide (ZrO2) layers with the corresponding thicknesses
lS, lT, lA, and lZ, as shown in Fig. 1. All the materials aretechnologically compatible with each other [35]. Two subcells(ST)N and (AZ)M are 1D finite two-component single-periodic PCswith the periods L1= lS+ lT and L2= lA+ lZ, respectively. They formthe supercell of the three-periodic PC with the super-period
L3=NL1+ML2. The total thickness of the structure is thus equal to
L=KL3.A near-infrared monochromatic wave of wavelength λ in an airis incident on the left-hand side of the PC under an angle , so thatthe (xz) is the incidence plane. We assume that the longitudinaldimensions along the x- and y-directions are large enough toneglect the corresponding boundary effects.

We restrict our consideration of the incident electromagneticwaves within the wavelength range λ = (1 - 5) μm. In theconsidered regime, all the chosen materials are transparent, andhave refractive indices nj() (j= S, T, A, Z) which varymonotonously with angular frequency  andnT>nZ >nA >nS [34].In this case, the eigenmodes of the PC are TE- and TM-polarizedwaves. We take into account the frequency dispersion of all therefractive indices via the Sellmeier equations [36–39]. The unit cell(ST) is characterized by a high value of optical contrast nST =nS –
nT between the materials S and T, and the unit cell (AZ) has a lowoptical contrast nAZ =nA –nZ between the layers A and Z.According to the classification of the four-component three-periodic PCs, proposed in [34], such structure belongs to the group
hl, where h and l refer to the high and low optical contrast,respectively (superscript “–” refer to its sign), and the spectra ofsuch PCs possess pronounced wide PBGs with clear boundaries.

Fig. 1. Schematic of 1D dielectric three-periodic PC of the structure[(ST)N(AZ)M]K. Here ETE and ETM denote electric field of TE- and TM-polarizedelectromagnetic waves, and is the incidence angle.The transmission spectra of 1D PCs are known to be generallydetermined by the refractive indices and thicknesses of the layersof the structure [40–42]. These parameters are related through theBragg condition of the equal optical paths in each layer: njlj= 0/4.Note that in this case 0 corresponds to the PBG center of the PCformed by the periodic repetitions of whatever pairs of theselayers.The thicknesses of the layers satisfying the Bragg condition areillustrated in Fig. 2 as functions of 0. One can see that the thicknessof each quarter-wavelength layer increases with the increase of thechosen PBG center 0. Moreover, the difference between thethicknesses of the quarter-wavelength layers, constituting thestructure, increases due to the frequency dispersion of therefractive indices. It should be noted that at the fixed wavelength
0, the less optically dense layers have larger thicknesses to satisfythe Bragg condition. In this paper, we consider the three-periodicPC with the fixed but different PBG centers of the high- and low-optical-contrast subcells denoted 0hand 0l, respectively. Thus, thethicknesses of the layers are adjusted to the chosen wavelengths ofthe subcell PBG centers and are defined via the Bragg condition as
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Fig. 2. Quarter-wavelength thicknesses of the PC layers as functions of thewavelength0.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTSFor the numerical analysis, unless otherwise stated, we considerthe three-periodic structures with the sub- and super-periodnumbers M=N=K= 3 which is enough to obtain pronouncedPBGs with vertical edges. The thicknesses of the layers constitutingthe structure for different PBG centers of the subcells (for Figs. 3-7)are given in Table 1. The total number of the layers is 36.
Table 1. Thicknesses of the layers for the different PBC-
centers of the subcells.

0(μm) 0(rad∙PHz) ST-subcell AZ-subcell
lS (μm) lT (μm) lA (μm) lZ (μm)1.0 1.885 0.172 0.101 0.142 0.1181.5 1.257 0.260 0.153 0.215 0.1782.0 0.942 0.348 0.205 0.288 0.238

A. Transmission spectraAs was shown in Ref. [34], the transmission spectra, theposition, width, and sharpness of the PBG edges of the three-periodic PCs strongly depend on the choice of the wavelengths 0hand 0l. Thus, choosing the different values of the PBG centers ofthe high- and low-optical-contrast subcells, one can significantlymodify the spectra of three-periodic PC, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.The upper panel in Fig. 3 (in green) shows the transmissionspectra of TE-modes, and the bottom one (in blue) corresponds tothe spectra of TM-modes.The PBG edges of single-periodic PCs formed by the high- andlow-optical-contrast subcells (ST)9 (the limiting case of thestructure [(ST)N(AZ)M]K with N= 3, M= 0, K= 3) and (AZ)9 (thelimiting case withN= 0, M= 3, K= 3) are shown with the yellowdashed and the red dotted lines, respectively. From Fig. 3 one cansee that the PBG of the structure with high optical contrast (ST)9 iswider than that of the low-optical-contrast PC (AZ)9. Note that inFigs. 3(a)-3(c) and 3(j)-3(l), only the low-frequency PBG edges ofthe structure (ST)9 are shown; similarly, in Figs. 3(a), 3(d), 3(g) and3(j), 3(m), 3(p) the high-frequency edges of the structure (AZ)9 arenot shown because they are beyond the considered frequencyrange.

Previously we have shown that the position of the resulting PBGcenter of the three-periodic PC is mainly determined by thespectral properties of the high-optical-contrast subcell (see Ref.[34]). Indeed, the PBG centers of the resulting structure[(ST)3(AZ)3]3 coincide with those of the PBG of the structure (ST)9,so that the increase of 0h leads to a red shift of the PBG of thethree-periodic PC [compare, for instance, Figs. 3(a), 3(d), and 3(g)].However, the widths of the resulting PBGs are larger incomparison to those of the structure (ST)9, and the intrabandmodes appear in the spectra as a result of the presence of the low-optical-contrast subcells (AZ)3. These modes can be treated as thedefect modes appeared due to the subcells (AZ)3 which act ascomplex defect layers with respect to the single-periodic structurecomposed of the high-optical-contrast subcells. The number andthe positions of the intraband modes can vary with the wavelength
0lof the PBG center of the subcell (AZ)3. Indeed, the increase of 0lcan shorten the frequency distance between the peaks (see, forinstance, Figs. 3(d)-3(f) and 3(m)-3(o)) or can produce twointraband modes instead of one (Figs. 3(h), 3(i) and 3(q), 3(r)).This is related to the change of the thicknesses lA and lZ of the layersof the low-contrast subcell which satisfy the Bragg conditionEq. (1), and thus to the change of the conditions of the constructiveand destructive interference of the waves partially reflected andtransmitted at each interface of the structure which determine theexistence of the defect modes.Note that each intraband mode is split into two sub-peaks,which is in a good agreement with the previously shownproperties. Indeed, it was shown [43] that the number of the sub-peaks of the intraband mode equals to (K1). Comparing theobtained transmission spectra with those for biperiodic PCs[18,19,20,22,27,], as well as to the spectra of multiperiodic PCswith more complex structure of the subcells [44], one can say thatsuch a splitting of the intraband modes is a common property ofthe transmission spectra of all the multiperiodic structures.When the centers of the PBGs of the high- and low-optical-contrast PCs are the same, i.e., 0h= 0l, the resulting PBG of thethree-periodic PC is especially well-pronounced in the regionbetween the intraband modes due to an overlap of the PBGs of thestructures (ST)9 and (AZ)9. When 0h≠ 0l, the minimal values ofthe transmittivity in the PBGs are slightly larger, and the PBG edgesare less sharp. Note that in this case the PBGs are less deep at smallincidence angles  for the TE-mode and at large  for the TM-mode.
B. Transverse intensityThe transmittivity spectra ensure the application of the PCs asoptical filters within the PBG frequency ranges [45]. On the otherhand, peculiarities of the energy characteristics of themultiperiodic structures can open new application possibilities, forinstance, for photolithographic purposes [46].The transverse Umov-Poynting vector components Sx(z), whichcharacterize the energy fluxes (intensities) of the electromagneticwave within the PC structure along the x-axis and depend on the z-coordinate, are given by
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Fig. 3. Transmission spectra T(, ) of the structure [(ST)3(AZ)3]3 for TE- [the top panel (a)-(i)] and TM- [the bottom panel(j)-(r)] modes at various values of 0h and 0l. In the top row, 0h = 1.0 μm (0h = 1.885 rad∙PHz), in the middle row, 0h = 1.5μm (0h = 1.257 rad∙PHz), in the bottom row, 0h = 2.0 μm (0h = 0.942 rad∙PHz); in the left column, 0l = 1.0 μm, in the middlecolumn, 0l = 1.5 μm, in the right column, 0l = 2.0 μm. The yellow dashed and the red dotted lines show the PBG edges ofsingle-periodic PCs formed by the high- and low-optical-contrast subcells (ST)9 and (AZ)9, respectively.



for TE- and TM-modes, respectively. Here Ey,z and Hy,zare thecomponents of the electric and magnetic field of theelectromagnetic wave, c is the speed of light in the vacuum, andRe and Im refer to the real and imaginary parts of a complexnumber, respectively.For calculation of the energy fluxes we use the value of theelectric field magnitude (both for TE- and TM-polarizedradiation) at the left-hand-side surface of the PC to be S0 = 0.03(erg/cm3)1/2 [27], which is in agreement with the conventionalvalues for the He-Ne laser [47].

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the transverse intensity Sxinside the structure [(ST)3(AZ)3]3 as function of the incidenceangle  (the top panel), and as function of the angularfrequency  for the fixed incidence angle  = 45° (the bottompanel) for TE- and TM- polarizations (the green and purplepanels, respectively), in the cases 0h= 1.5 μm and 0l= 2 μm(the first and the second columns), and 0h= 2 μm and 0l= 1.5μm (the third and the fourth columns).

Fig. 4. The transverse intensity distributions (a-d):Sx(θ,z) [in erg/(m2·s)] (in logarithmic scale); and (e-h):Sx(ω,z) [in erg/(m2·s)] (in logarithmic scale)) in thestructure [(ST)3(AZ)3]3 with0h= 1.5 μm (0h= 1.257 rad∙PHz),0l= 2 μm (0l= 0.942 rad∙PHz) (a,c,e,g) and0h=2 μm (0h= 0.942 rad∙PHz),0l= 1.5 μm(0l= 1.257 rad∙PHz) (b,d,f,h). The operating wavelength in (a-d) isλ= 1.5 μm; the incidence angle in (e-h) isθ=45°. The first and the second columns showthe TE-modes, the third and the forth columns show the TM-modes.The dark areas in Fig. 4 represent high values of the magnitude
Sx. One can see that the behavior of the intensity distributiondepending on the frequency and incidence angle is determined bythat of the corresponding transmission coefficients for thisstructure (see Figs. 3(f) and 3(o)). Indeed, the transverse flux ismaximal at the angular and frequency positions of the intrabandmodes.The regions with low values of Sx in Figs. 4(e) and 4(g)correspond to the PBG in the range of 1.0 < < 1.7 rad·PHz at
θ= 45°. It should be noted that for the TM-polarization, there arediscontinuities in the distribution of the energy flux density due tojumps of the refractive index values at the boundaries between thelayers (for details, see Ref. [26]). It is also worth noting that, even inthe PBG, where the transmittivity T→ 0, the flux is still present inthe structure, although its amplitude is very small: Sx~ 10-6 – 10-9erg/(µm2·s).To specify the dependence of the energy fluxes on the choice ofthe PBG centers 0h and 0l, we carried out similar calculations forthe case of permutation of their values 0h↔ 0l, so that 0h=2 μm,
0l=1.5 μm. Overall, with this change [see Figs. 4(b), 4(d), 4(f),4(h)], the flux distribution varies similarly to the transmissionspectra of the corresponding structure [see Figs. 3(f) and 3(h) for

TE- and Figs. 3(o) and 3(q) for TM-polarizations, respectively].However, at the fixed operating wavelength  = 1.5 μm [= 1.257rad∙PHz, Figs. 4(b) and 4(d)] the flux distributions turn out to bemore diffuse with less pronounced PBGs for both polarizationsdue to the fact that the transmission bands are broader at thiswavelength than in the previous case [see e.g. Figs. 3(f) and 3(h)].At the fixed incidence angle [Figs. 4(f) and 4(h)], the PBG exhibits ared-shift (towards the low-frequency region [0.81.25] rad·PHz).
C. Integral and partial linear powersLet’s consider the peculiarities of integral and partial linearpower of the PC. The integral linear power Pint of theelectromagnetic wave transmitted through the structure[(ST)3(AZ)3]3, is presented as
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Figure 5 shows the integral linear power Pint as function of theincidence angle  and angular frequency . The vertical dottedlines denote the frequencies corresponding to the PBG centers ofthe high- and low-optical-contrast subcells. The Pint(, ) spectra



mostly repeat the shape of the corresponding transmission spectra[see Figs. 3(f) and 5(a), 3(o) and 5(b), 3(h) and 5(c), 3(q) and 5(d)].Note, however, that a certain minimum value of Pint≠ 0 can existeven in the PBG. The highest values of the Pint are localized at thedefect modes inside the PBG, as well as in the transmission peaksclosest to the PBG boundaries. The linear power in the passbandmodes (beyond the PBG) are clearly distinguished at the incidence

angles approximately  > 30° for TE-modes [Figs. 5(a) and 5(c)],whereas in the case of TM-polarization the passband modes flattenand are only slightly distinguishable in the range 30° <  < 60°[Figs. 5(b) and 5(d)].

Fig. 5. The integral linear power in the structure [(ST)3(AZ)3]3as function of the incidence angle and frequency  for0h= 1.5 μm,0l= 2 μm [(a) and (b)] and
0h= 2 μm,0l= 1.5 μm [(c) and (d)]. The left and right columns show the TE- and TM-modes, respectively.Partial linear power Pj [erg/(µm·s)] are defined as the sum of allthe fluxes in each layer of type j (each of which is calculated byintegrating the intensity distribution Sx(z) within the boundaries ofthe corresponding individual layer):
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P S z dz , (4)where X is the total number of layers of the type j (j= S, T, A, Z), zleftand zright are left- and right-hand-side boundaries of the j-layer. Forinstance, the partial fluxPS is the sum of the fluxes in all the layers S.The sum of all partial fluxes gives the total flux int j
j

P P .Figures 6 and 7 show the reduced partial linear power (Pj/Pint)in the structure [(ST)3(AZ)3]3 for 0h= 1.5 μm, 0l= 2 μm (Fig. 6)and 0h= 2 μm, 0l= 1.5 μm (Fig. 7). From these figures one can seehow the layers of each type contribute to the total energy flux atvarious frequencies and incidence angles for both polarizations. As

follows out from Fig. 6, the major part of the power in the S layersis localized outside the PBG for both polarizations. On the otherhand, most of the power corresponding to the intraband modes islocalized in the layers A for TE-polarized mode [see Fig. 6(c)] andin the layers Z for the mode of TM-polarization [see Fig. 6(h)]. Suchbehavior can be explained by the fact that, in this case, theintraband modes of the structure are due to presence of thesubcells (AZ)3 (as periodic defects) inside the regular structure(ST)9 which forms the PBG.With the permutation of the values of the wavelengths of thePBG centers of the subcells (Fig. 7), the linear power distributionover the subcell layers changes. Indeed, in the PC with 0h= 2 μmand 0l= 1.5 μm, the linear power of the electromagnetic wavecorresponding to the intraband modes is mostly localized in thelayers Z for the TE-mode [Fig. 7(d)] and in the layers A for the TM-mode [Fig. 7(g)].



Fig. 6. Reduced partial linear powersPj/Pint in the layers S, T, A, and Z (from the left to the right, the 1st , the 2nd , the 3rd , and the 4th columns, respectively) in thestructure [(ST)3(AZ)3]3 for the TE- and ТМ- modes (the top and the bottom rows, respectively). The PBG center wavelengths are 0h= 1.5 μm,0l= 2 μm.

Fig. 7. The same as in Fig. 6 except for0h= 2 μm,0l= 1.5 μm.
4. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONSBefore discussing the potential applications of three-periodicPCs, it is worth to emphasize that the optical properties of theconsidered structures from theh–l– subgroup also characterize theother PCs of the hl group, i.e., the structures [(ST)N(AZ)M]K,[(ST)N(ZA)M]K, [(TS)N(AZ)M]K, and [(TS)N(ZA)M]K. As shown above,the transmission and energy flux spectra of three-periodic PCs canbe adjusted via the choice of the PBG center wavelengths of thelow- and high-optical-contrast subcells (which in practice is

achieved by specifying the thicknesses of the constituent layers).Thus, one can configure the transmission spectrum of thestructure in order to obtain a single transmission mode inside thePBG for each polarization at the fixed wavelength for all range ofthe incidence angles. Such a structure can act as a polarization-sensitive angle sensor with the given accuracy, or distributedBragg reflector, or Fabri-Pérot filter [48]. For practical purpose wechoose a PCof the structure [(ST)7(AZ)1]5 which possesses a singletransmission peak for both TE- and TM-modes.



Fig. 8. (а) Transmission spectra of the ТЕ- and ТМ-modes as functions of the incidence angle  ; (b) the energy fluxSx (in [erg/(m2∙ s)]) as function of theincidence angle and spatial coordinatez for the ТЕ- modes (the shades of red) and the ТМ- modes (the shades of blue). The orange and purple dots indicate theenvelopes ofSx for TE- and TM-modes (at fixed anglesθ= 5.95° and 7.55°, respectively); (c) Distribution of the energy flux (in [erg/(m2·s)]) of the ТЕ- and ТМ-modes (top-view) in the layers of the structure [(ST)7(AZ)1]5 for0h= 1.8 μm,0l= 1.72 μm. All calculations are carried out for the operating wavelength
 = 1.55 μm.Figure 8(a) shows the transmission spectra of the structure[(ST)7(AZ)1]5 at the operating wavelength  = 1.55 μm. Whenspecifying the layer thicknesses constituting the structure with thePBG centers of the low- and high-optical-contrast subcells at thewavelengths 0h= 1.8 μm and 0l= 1.72 μm (so that lS= 0.312 μm,

lT= 0.184 μm, lA= 0.247 μm, lZ= 0.204 μm), the resulting PBG foreach polarization has only one transmission peak within the wholerange of the incidence angle. The full width at half maximum(FWHM) of the transmission mode is about 0.5°, and the angulardistance (difference in the incidence angles) between thetransmission peaks of different polarizations is about 1.5°.Although FWHM of the transmission peaks of the ternary PCs canbe more narrow, the angular distance between the peaks in thethree-periodic structure is about 5 times larger (cf. Ref. [27]), thusthe modes in the three-periodic PC can be easily distinguished.The transverse energy flux Sxdistribution over the PC’s length atdifferent incidence angles is shown in Fig. 8(b) for the TE- and TM-modes. We made the cross-sections [Sx (θ,z= const)] at thecoordinates z= 8 μm and at z= 11.65 μm for TE- and TM-modes(the mustard up-pointing triangles and the cyan down-pointing

triangles). These coordinates correspond to the maximal values of
Sxin the structure (see the Sx(θ)-plane).On the other hand, the energy flux distribution Sx(θ= const, z)demonstrates several interesting peculiarities [see the orange(filled circles) and the purple (filled squares) lines in Fig. 8(b),
Sx(z)-plane]. First, the peaks of the Sx of the TM-mode are onaverage somewhat lower than those of the TE-mode. Second, the“checkerboard” alternation of the peaks for the TE- and TM-modesinside the structure is well pronounced. Indeed, the position of the
Sx maxima of the TE-mode coincide with the position of the Sxminima of the TM-mode. The third, the peaks of Sx for both TE- andTM-modes increase in value with the increasing z-coordinate untilapproximately the center of the PC, where they reach a maximum.Figure 8(c) shows the distribution of the energy flux of TE- andTM-modes in the central part of the structure (7 µm <z< 12 μm).The solid and dash-dotted vertical lines mark the left-hand-sideboundaries of the layers S and T of the high-optical-contrastsubcell, and dashed and dotted lines mark the left-hand-sideboundaries of the layers A and Z of the low-optical-contrastsubcell, respectively. Inside the subcell (ST)7, the peaks of TE

xS are



localized in the S layers, whereas TM
xS peaks are localized in the Tlayers. Inside the subcell (AZ)1, the peak of TE

xS is in the A layer andthe peak of TM
xS is in the Z layer. Moreover, for the TE-mode, thepeaks of Sx are localized in the centers of the layers and practicallydo not spread beyond. In the case of TM-mode, due to thediscontinuity of the fields at the boundaries, the peaks of theenergy flux are bifurcated or split.Taking into account the considered Sx picture, we can proposedevices operating on the lateral surface of the PC. The structurecan function as a polarization splitter which carries out the spatialsplitting of the energy fluxes (i.e. peaks alternation) of TE- and TM-modes on the side surface of the PC (along the z-axis).It should be noted that the principle of the proposed devices donot require high laser fields and the considered materials formingthe multiperiodic structure are lossless in the near-IR regime.Thus, the heating in the system is negligibly small. On the otherhand, the change of the refractive indices of the materials withtemperature is about 105-106 per 1 K [49]. So, all the discussedabove optical properties of the system remain stable for smallchanges of temperature.

5. CONCLUSIONSWe performed an analysis of the spectral and energycharacteristics of TE- and TM-modes in the dielectric three-periodic 1D PC structures of the type [(SiO2/TiO2)N(Al2O3/ZrO2)M]K,Such PCs have the broadest PBG among all the possiblecombinations of the above-mentioned layers forming a four-component three-periodic PC.We have shown that the photonic bandgaps of such PC isformed by the spectral properties of the high-optical-contrastsubcells, whereas the low-optical-contrast subcells act as complexdefect layers and ensure existence and position of the inside-bandgap modes. Also we have studied peculiarities of the energyand power fluxes of TE- and TM-polarized waves in the structure.Based on this analysis, we can talk about the possibility of forminga certain distribution of the energy flux via: (i) selecting thenumbers of the sub-periods M and N and super-period K, (ii)adjusting the layer thicknesses, i.e. modification of thecorresponding positions of the photonic bandgap centers, (iii)changing the input angle, (iv) changing the wavelength, and (v)switching the polarization of the incident electromagnetic wave.The considered structures have an advantage over the ternaryPCs (on the base of oxides TiO2, SiO2, and Al2O3). The angulardistance between the transmission peaks for the modes of TE- andTM-polarizations is shown to be about 1.5° that is five times morethan that in the ternary PC. It means that the modes of the three-periodic PCs can be easily distinguished which can be put in thebase of their practical application in polarization-sensitive splittersor detectors. Besides, three-periodic PCs can be used for designinghigh precision input-output devices (couplers) of near-infraredregime (for example, into optical fiber) through the lateral surfaceof the PC. Adjustable accuracy of the shift of the transmission modein the angle or frequency can also be useful when working withlaser sources (distributed-feedback lasers).
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